audiovisual research

Beams
Beams is an inmersive light and sound installation.
By setting-up a linear array of motorized narrow beams,
we create a long tunnel of dynamic light.
Each of the lights has a sound oscillator associated to it,
as well as a single speaker; this approach transforms
every beam into an audiovisual instrument, linking together light, movement and multichannel sound in a very intrincate and beautiful way.
Due to the length of the tunnel, vanishing points are very
present. We take advantage of this fact, reinforcing perspective through travelling waves of sound and light.
At the same time, the magical effect created by the precise
control of brightness, color and music, brings the experience of being in a long corridor to another dimension…
A perfect match for a pathway to the entrance of the
venue.

Reference:
https://vimeo.com/301495284/9634b3da97

Detail: Robe Pointe + 8 ft illuminated

Rain protection (if necessary):
https://www.robe.cz/lightdome-575

Other glow totem examples:

Robe Pointe
https://www.robe.cz/pointe

https://www.stagespot.com/global-truss-truss-totems.html

Totem 3m with translucent cover:
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1174574-REG/milos_glototem25_glow_totem_all_in_one_kit.html

PAR LED 18x10W RGBWA IP65 (inside the totem)
Example: https://goo.gl/FP8g2u

http://soundintown.com/index.php/lighting/special-effects/truss-glow-totem.html
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Team

64x Robe Pointe moving heads, or similar
32x Full range wedge speakers
8x 18’’ subwoofers
128x RGBW par LED
17x smoke machines
64x truss totems 2.5m height
64x white covers for the truss towers
2x Midas M32 sound desk
1x Control computer (Apple iMac i7)
1x Artnet dmx interface
Audio and dmx wiring

2x audio(light software technicians from Playmodes
1x Sound technician
1x Light technician
Team for setting up and dismantling
*It is very important that the hardware installation is made 2
days before the opening.
Playmodes technicians need, as a minimum, 1 full day and
1 full night to adjust the software and callibrate light and sound

We work with custom, self-made technologies. Our
mixture of creativity, software and hardware gives
birth to immersive installations, projection mapping,
lighting for buildings, digital scenography, audiovisual instruments and sound design.
Our innovative approach, attention to detail and a
craving for storytelling make us consider projects from
all points of view, delivering intensely unique works
that translate across cultures.
We love to experiment with new formats, working
with Open Source tools and collaborating with
people from around the world to deliver innovative
projects, both in the artistic and commercial spectrum.
We’re passionate about art, music, science, code
and nature, and we share this passion by giving
lectures and workshops in universities, schools or
institutions.

